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One of the most critical compounds that

During these times of concern over COVID-19,
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maintaining sufficient glutathione levels is extremely
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a cellular protector or shield in protecting itself

journal ACS Infectious Diseases (May 28, 2020) has

from oxidative damage. Glutathione is also

a title that pretty much says it all. “Endogenous

important in neutralizing and escorting various

Deficiency of Glutathione as the Most Likely Cause

toxins from cells and the body. Our cells can make

of Serious Manifestations and Death in COVID-19

glutathione through endogenous production as

Patients.” Lower levels of glutathione results in the

well as benefit from dietary intake and/or

combinations of an impaired immune response,

supplementation.

decreased protection against the virus and cellular
damage, and an increased inflammatory response.
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established maintaining cellular glutathione levels
as one of the most important keys in maintaining
proper cellar function, immune health and slowing

Prevent brain and nerve damage

the aging process. Glutathione’s benefits can be

Stop tumor progression and cancer growth

divided into four vitally important functions:

Rid you of health-threatening toxins
Protect
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major
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antioxidant critical to the recycling and proper
utilization of other antioxidants such as vitamins
C and E.
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immune cells from damage while also exerting
some direct antiviral effects. It is also critical in
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from

oxidative
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stress
Reduce the risk and slow the progression of
Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and other conditions
Promote longevity by protecting telomeres
Boost levels of active, protective glutathione
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modulating balance within the immune system.
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critical role in the function of mitochondria (the
energy producing compartments in the cells).
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What is nac and how does
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Anti-aging effect.
Reduces the accumulation of age spots
Can help treat and ease respiratory condition

supplementation can elevate cellular glutathione

including sinusitis, asthma and bronchitis.

levels and is especially helpful in shielding the

NAC has demonstrated the ability to lessen the

lungs,

airways,

and

gastrointestinal

tract

from

damage.

severity and the duration of the flu.
Protects the liver and kidneys.
Helps

prevent

bladder

damage.
NAC also modifies respiratory tract mucus.

Helps prevent colon cancer.

NAC is used orally and through breathing tubes to

Mental health.
Biofilm disruptor
Potential to improve fertility
Powerful antioxidant.
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BioSil® 5 mg Liquid Capsules

Collagen: reduces fine lines and wrinkles*

Elastin: tightens skin and gives it "bounce back"*

Keratin: increases hair thickness and strength,
increases nail strength*

In addition BioSil has been clinically proven to:

Reduce fine line and wrinkles*
Increase skin elasticity*
Thicken and strengthen hair*
Promote healthy bones and joints*
Increase collagen formation*
Help protect existing collagen*

Finally a Plant Based
Organic Protein Powder
without Coconut oil or
Sunflower oil! No gums or
stevia. Sweetened with
Monk Fruit. Only 5-7
ingredients.
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